
welcome home
to our selection of high quality composite doors
designed with both style and security in mind.
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Welcome to the VEKA composite door system. 
Perfect for homeowners who want the look and feel 
of a quality timber door without the drawback of 
continual maintenance.
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The VEKA composite door system; 
traditional design, modern materials

Superior looks and performance from one of the
UK’s leading home improvement manufacturers –
this is the VEKA composite door.

VEKA has been leading the world in the 

development and manufacture of PVC-U home 

improvement products for decades, and during 

that time we’ve built up a sterling reputation to be 

proud of. Our products have been used in some of 

the world’s biggest and most prestigious building 

projects as well as literally thousands of homes 

across the globe.

It’s all in the detail
The VEKA composite door spent over a year in 

development to ensure that every aspect fulfils the 

demands of the trade and the consumer.  

These aspects include:

• Range of 30 door styles, 5 exterior colours

and 2 woodgrains - Rosewood and Golden Oak

• Colourfast GRP skin to minimise the
appearance of scratches

• Supplied fully framed. Frames are available in

2 styles - Sculpted or Chamfered and in a choice

of 5 colours. All our frames are easy to install

and ensure a perfect fit.

Peace of mind
Installed with care, only by recognised installers, 

the VEKA composite door has been approved by 

MACO Secure Plus, making it the ideal choice for 

customers who want quality products, affordable 

prices and most importantly, peace of mind.



A new level of quality
The VEKA composite door offers all the traditional 

good looks of timber without any of the drawbacks. 

While timber may crack, split or warp and of 

course, need regular sanding and re-painting, 

PVC-U requires very little maintenance and 

offers all the security, performance and long life 

expectancy of modern materials.

You get all of this with the VEKA composite door 

– as well as the world-wide reputation for the

best quality products and service that comes as 

standard.

The tough GRP surface is highly scratch-resistant 

thanks to its colourfast skin, which will keep 

its appearance if it should become knocked or 

scratched. This is mounted onto a composite 

material sub-frame, supported by laminated timber 

stiffeners and pressure filled with energy-efficient 

foam. The outer edge of the door is protected with 

a hard wearing PVC-U strip that provides a neat 

and durable finish.

As standard the threshold is 70mm uPVC but this 

can be altered to an aluminium low threshold with 

the option of a wheelchair friendly ramp.

• All selected doors are available with woodgrain
on both sides (this excludes the cottage design)

• Entire range is approved by MACO Secure Plus

• Ten year parts & labour warranty*

• £1000 excess cover in the event of a break-in*

• 24/7 hour call out with a 2 – 4 hour response
time in the event of an emergency*

• Ten year performance guarantee on hardware

Benefits of the VEKA composite door
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ALL DOORS 1.6 OR LESS
All VEKA composite doors 
have a U-value of 1.6 or 
less to comply with Building 
Regulations across the UK.

A VEKA composite 
door will provide 
you with the utmost 
security, so you can 
have peace of mind 
that you will be safe 
and secure in your own 
home.

Safe as houses 
Home security is the number one priority for any 

homeowner, and the VEKA composite door has 

been designed to exceed even the most stringent of 

expectations. You not only want a door that looks 

great, but one that keeps out more than the cold 

and draughts.

It might look warm and welcoming to visitors, but 

the VEKA composite door is fitted with top of the 

range hardware to provide a formidable barrier 

against any would-be intruders to ensure your home 

and possessions are protected.

Approved by MACO, a leading manufacturer of 

security locking hardware, the VEKA composite 

door is made to meet the rigorous standards 

demanded for compliance to the MACO Secure 

Plus* scheme. This unique scheme recognises how 

home security is paramount and endorses products 

incorporating its locks by offering an independent 

guarantee and warranty.

Secondary Dead Bolt
The VEKA composite door comes with the option of 

a secondary deadlock that operates independently 

of the main lock. This is located at shoulder height 

and operated by a simple thumb turn, which 

then throws a 20mm dead-bolt into the frame for 

additional security. It also has a secondary function 

of securing the door from being opened from the 

inside by young children and ensuring their safety. 

When trying to gain access from the outside the 

deadlock can be simply disengaged by the use of 

the normal key.

Security Hooks with additional 
linear bolt as standard top 
and bottom.

Optional Secondary Deadlock 
with Thumbturn Cylinder

Selected glass patterns 
are triple glazed for further 
enhanced performance.
Look out for the logo 
throughout this brochure.

*Terms and conditions apply



You’re the designer
Visit your composite door installer today and design your own door. See exactly how your new door will 

look by choosing your door’s style, colour and glazing options. You can upload a picture of your home and 

superimpose the door you have designed to ensure your choice compliments it perfectly.

All VEKA composite doors are available in a choice of 30 door styles, numerous glazing options and 7 

external colours including 2 woodgrains. Doors with a white internal colour are supplied with a white grained 

effect edgeband to give that realistic finish. Selected door styles are also available with the woodgrain finish 

on both sides.

Create your perfect VEKA composite door with 
our online ‘design a door’ feature and choose from 
a wide range of door styles, colours or woodgrains, 
glazing options, side panels and hardware which will 
complement your home.

Red White

Golden Oak

Note: In certain light, the frame & door slab may appear slightly different due to the different material composition

Green Blue

Black Rosewood

WhiteGolden OakBlack RosewoodGrey

Doors

Door Frames

Hardware options
Go that extra step and give your VEKA composite 

door even more individuality by choosing the style 

of handle that suits your home in one of eight 

colours that makes a statement about you.

Choose from the straight, swan necked door handle 

or if you want to keep that opportunist burglar at 

bay why not choose a pad handle that requires the 

key to retract the latch.

Door hinges

All VEKA composite doors are fitted with the 

neat and unobtrusive 2D butt hinge designed 

with longevity in mind; these simple hinges give 

the minimum of adjustment by the use of the 

removable covers and come in the choice of

5 colours.

You also have the option to upgrade to the D2D 

hinge which is designed with greater adjustment 

for doors been fitted into older properties where it 

might be needed and is also available in a wider 

range of colours to make it more suitable for 

outward opening doors.

White Bright
Chrome

Satin
Chrome

Bright
Bronze

Satin
Bronze

Hardex
Gold

Black

Hardware Colours

Hardware 

Automatic locking door

Upgrade to an automatic locking door.

This lock negates the need for a lever / lever door 

handle. You just pull or push the door closed with 

the bar handle and it automatically throws the 

hooks and deadbolt making you home secure.

When leaving your home or going to bed just 

simple turn the key to deadlock everything into 

position.

Safe and Secure
no need to lock up

Antique 
Black

2D Butt Hinge D2d Adjustable 
Hinge

V Handle

SS Bar Handles

Bow 
Handle

Offset 140
 Handle

Offset 40
 Handle

D Handle



Craftsman
Craftsman Craftsman 1

Featuring Murano Glass

Murano

Bevel SupremeClear / Obscure*

Bevel Allure

Leaded Torcello

Glass patterns

Craftsman 1

Bevel Floral

Colour Rose Colour Traditional

Glazing options
Give your VEKA composite door even more 

individuality with our choice of glazing panels. 

Choose from a wide array of glass designs and 

production techniques to create a stylish option 

for your home, from conventional coloured glass to 

elaborate Art Deco bevels. We also offer a full range 

of textured or clear backing glass. 

Glazing options include:

• Leading • Colour

• Bevelling • Fusion art

• Etching

Side panels to complement your VEKA composite 

door are available with or without glazing. Choose 

from half and full-frame side panels. If you are 

ordering side panels we can design the glass to 

complement the door glass.

Glazing

Contura

Cotswold Minster

Stippolyte Clear

Chantilly Charcoal Sticks

Flemish

Sycamore

Glass pattern range for backing glass
Below are textured glass designs that can be 

incorporated into your  glass designs apart from 

the triple glazed designs which have the patterned 

design built in.

Combining this strong and thermal efficient 44mm 

thick composite door, VEKA UPVC frame, MACO 

multi-point lock with the high quality finishes of the 

Fab & Fix furniture will result in you choosing one 

of the marketing leading Composite Doors on the 

Market and will certainly enhance your home

The VEKA 
Composite 
Door Collection

Side Panels



Crown
Crown 1
Featuring Elegance Glass
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Crown 3
Featuring Brass Clarity Glass

Crown 5
Featuring Obscure Glass

Crown 7
Featuring Clear Glass

Glass patterns

Crown 1

Capri Bevel DiamondsClear/Obscure* Bevel SupremeBevel Allure

RoyaleSimplicity PrairieElegance Brass Clarity Diamond Cut

Colour Diamonds Murano Leaded Torcello

Clear / obscure* Colour Diamonds Murano Leaded TorcelloBevel Diamonds Bevel Supreme Bevel Allure

Elegance Brass Clarity Royale

Crown 3

Clear / Obscure*

Crown 5 Crown 7

Clear / Obscure*

Prairie Simplicity

PLEASE NOTE
For door and frame colours and choice of hardware please turn to page 7.

Triple Glazed



Marquise
Marquise 0
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Marquise 2
Featuring Brass Clarity Glass

Marquise 2-2
Featuring Murano Glass

Marquise 2-3
Featuring Royale Glass

Glass patterns

Side Panels

SP0 SP2 SP2-2 Left

SP2-2 Right SP2-3

PLEASE NOTE: Square edge designs will not fit into the Marquise 2-2 and 2-3.
For door and frame colours and choice of hardware please turn to page 7.

Triple Glazed

Marquise 2

Marquise 2-2 Marquise 2-3

Clear / Obscure*

Bevel Diamonds Bevel Supreme

Colour Diamonds Bevel Allure

Murano Capri Leaded Torcello

Elegance Brass 
Clarity

Diamond 
Cut

Simplicity Royale Prairie

Colour Traditional Colour Rose

Bevel Floral



Oval
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PLEASE NOTE
For door and frame colours and choice of hardware please turn to page 7.

Triple Glazed

Oval

Princess

Princess

Colour Traditional Colour RoseColour DiamondsClear / 
Obscure*

Brass Clarity RoyaleBevel Diamonds Bevel Floral Bevel SupremeMuranoBevel Allure

Leaded Torcello Capri

Prairie Simplicity Royale Elegance Brass Clarity Diamond Cut

Colour DiamondsClear / 
Obscure*

Bevel Diamonds Bevel SupremeBevel Allure Murano

Princess style back door
is also available.

Blind

Featuring Royale Glass Featuring Elegance Glass Featuring Blind (ideal for back doors)



Radiant
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PLEASE NOTE
For door and frame colours and choice of hardware please turn to page 7.

Triple Glazed

Radiant 0 Radiant 2
Featuring Brass Clarity Glass

Radiant 4
Featuring Bevel Diamonds Glass

Radiant 2

Radiant 4

Bevel Diamonds

Clear / Obscure* Colour Diamonds

Bevel Floral Bevel Supreme Prairie Brass Clarity

Simplicity

Royale Leaded Torcello

Clear / 
Obscure*

Bevel
Diamonds

Bevel
Supreme

Bevel
Floral

PrairieColour Diamonds MuranoBevel Allure Brass Clarity RoyaleSimplicityLeaded Torcello

SP0 SP2 SP4

Murano Bevel AllureColour Rose Colour Traditional



Solitaire
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PLEASE NOTE
For door and frame colours and choice of 
hardware please turn to page 7.

Triple Glazed

Solitaire 0 Solitaire 1-2
Featuring Murano Glass

Solitaire 2
Featuring Brass Clarity Glass

Solitaire 1-2   /   Solitaire 3

Solitaire 2

Clear / 
Obscure*

Colour 
Traditional

Colour Rose Bevel
Diamonds

Murano Leaded TorcelloColour Diamonds Bevel Allure Prairie

Clear / Obscure* Bevel Diamonds Bevel AllureLeaded TorcelloMurano

Simplicity Royale Prairie Elegance Brass Clarity Diamond Cut

Solitaire 1

Colour Diamonds Bevel
Diamonds

Etched SquaresMuranoClear / Obscure*

A longer glass panel
is also available. 

Ask for Solitaire (3). 

Solitaire 1
Featuring Colour Rose Glass

Colour TraditionalColour Rose

Capri Coloured Diamonds
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PLEASE NOTE
For door and frame colours and choice of
hardware please turn to page 7.

Triple Glazed

Solitaire 4   /   Solitaire 6Solitaire 6
Featuring Bevel Diamond Glass

Solitaire 7
Featuring Diamond Cut Glass

Colour DiamondsClear / Obscure* Murano Etched SquaresBevel Diamonds

Clear / Obscure* Bevel Diamonds Bevel SupremeColour Diamonds Bevel Allure Murano Capri

Elegance Brass Clarity Diamond Cut Simplicity Royale Prairie

Leaded Torcello

Solitaire 7

Solitaire 4
Featuring Murano Glass

Solitaire 5
Featuring Prairie Glass

Solitaire 5

Prairie Simplicity Elegance Brass Clarity Diamond CutRoyaleLeaded Torcello CapriColour DiamondsClear / 
Obscure*

Bevel Diamonds Bevel SupremeBevel Allure Murano Blind

Solitaire 4 LH



TrillionSolitaire
Solitaire 9
Featuring Etched Squares Glass

Solitaire T3
Featuring Colour Rose Glass

Solitaire DT3
Featuring Bevel Diamonds Glass

Colour Traditional Bevel DiamondsClear / Obscure* Colour Diamonds

Elegance Brass Clarity Diamond Cut Simplicity Royale

Bevel Floral Bevel SupremeBevel Allure Murano Capri

Glass patterns

Solitaire 9  /   Solitaire T3    /   Solitaire TD3

Colour Diamonds Colour RoseClear / Obscure* Murano Etched SquaresBevel Diamonds

Trillion

PLEASE NOTE
For door and frame colours and choice of hardware please turn to page 7.

Triple Glazed

Solitaire 4 LH
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©Glazerite Windows Ltd 2013  Re-Order GWCD1
DISCLAIMER: Due to the limitations in photographic and printing processes, actual colours may vary from those illustrated in this brochure
and should be used for guidance purposes only. Glazerite Windows Ltd reserve the right to alter specifications with out prior notice.

KJM Windows & Conservatories
9 Mylen Business Centre
ANDOVER
Hampshire
SP10 3HR
Tel 01264 359355 Fax 01264 352330

http://www.kjmgroup.co.uk




